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Grenoble (France), January 2022

Mountain Planet 2022 Trade Show

Alpexpo and its partners confirm that MOUNTAIN PLANET, the international mountain development 
trade show, will be held from April 26 to 28, 2022 at Alpexpo, Grenoble (France). The exhibitors have 
renewed their confidence in our organization by confirming their registration for this new edition and 
many visitors are already preparing their visit.

For this 25th edition, MOUNTAIN PLANTE’s theme will be “Transitions and Innovations Are Building the 
Mountains of Tomorrow”. It will host three international master classes and daily conferences, opening 
with the highly anticipated presentation of the “International Report on Mountain & Snow Tourism”—
which identifies and analyses world data from almost 2,000 ski resorts in 68 countries—by the Swiss 
expert Laurent Vanat.

The exhibition’s organizing teams, in consultation with various partners, are working on preparing this 
2022 edition. We look forward to welcoming you to Grenoble where we are committed to providing the 
safest possible trade show and conference environment.

As with all major international events, we are working with the French national and local authorities to 
ensure a consistent and ongoing plan with advanced health and safety measures in full compliance with 
current health regulations.

Travel is now possible between France and many foreign countries according to procedures that depend 
on the health situation in foreign countries and the vaccination of travellers. For more information on the 
details of your trip, please:

- check with the airline you are travelling with,

- visit the French government’s covid and travel page https://www.gouvernement.fr/info-
coronavirus/deplacements (information available in French and English) 

Everyone in the mountain industry has been waiting impatiently for MOUNTAIN PLANET. Manufacturers, 
design offices, service providers, ski area operators, and so many more will soon be able to come 
together once again.

We look forward to seeing you on April 26 in Grenoble. 

For more info, visit www.mountain-planet.com


